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ReseaRch

Russian wheat aphid [RWA, Diuraphis noxia (Mordvilko)], 
a serious pest of wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) and barley 

(Hordeum vulgare L.), is indigenous to southern Russia, Iran, 
Afghanistan, and countries around the Mediterranean Sea (Hewitt 
et al., 1984). The recent occurrence of RWA in Australia suggests 
that RWA has spread to all continents (Australia Government 
Grains Research and Development Corporation, 2017). Heavy 
yield losses caused by RWA, ranging from 21 to 92% in South 
Africa (Du Toit and Walters, 1984) and from 25 to 60% in Turkey 
(Elmali, 1998), were previously reported. In the United States, 
RWA was first detected in Texas in 1986 and rapidly became 
a major pest of wheat and barley, causing over US$1 billion in 
damage and control costs in western regions from 1986 to 1997 
(McIntosh et al., 1998).

Host plant resistance is preferred in managing RWA in wheat. 
Sixteen RWA resistance genes, including Dn1 to Dn9 plus Dnx, 
Dny, Dn2401, Dn2414, Dn1818, Dn626580, and Dn100695, 
have been reported and located in different regions of the wheat 
genome. Of these, Dn1, Dn2, Dn5, Dn6, and Dnx were mapped 
to the proximal region of chromosome 7DS (Liu et al., 2001, 
2002, 2005; Tonk et al., 2016), and allelism tests indicated that 
these genes are either the same or different alleles at the same 
locus (Saidi and Quick, 1996; Liu et al., 2005). More recently, 
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ABSTRACT
russian wheat aphid [rWA, Diuraphis noxia 
(Mordvilko)] is a serious pest of wheat (Triticum 
aestivum L.) and barley (Hordeum vulgare L.) 
that causes heavy yield losses in many coun-
tries, and rWA biotype 2 (rWA2) is virulent to 
most rWA resistance genes. The objective of 
this study was to characterize a gene for resis-
tance to rWA2 in Iranian landrace pI 682675, a 
single-plant selection from pI 624151. F2:3 and 
F3:4 families derived from cross pI 682675 ´ 
Zhengyou 6 were used to map the resistance 
gene. pI 682675 carries a dominant resistance 
gene, Dn10, flanked by simple sequence repeat 
markers Xgwm437 and Xwmc488 on chromo-
some 7DL. physical mapping indicated that Dn10 
resides in bin 7DL 0.1 to 0.77, whereas Dn2401 
and Dn626580 that also confer resistance to 
rWA2 were physically mapped to 7DS. Allelism 
tests showed that Dn10 was located ~17.4 cM 
from Dn2401 and 22.2 cM from Dn626580. Dn10 
is a new resistance gene that should be used 
widely in wheat breeding.
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Dn100695, which confers resistance to a RWA population 
in Turkey, was also mapped in the proximal region of 7DS 
(Tonk et al., 2016). In addition, Dn8 and Dn9 were identi-
fied in PI 264994, in which Dn5 was identified. Dn8 was 
mapped to the distal region of 7DS, and Dn9 was located 
on 1DL (Liu et al., 2001). Of the known RWA resistance 
genes, Dn4 on chromosome 1DS in PI 372129, and Dny, 
originating from Afghanistan landrace PI 220350, were 
successfully deployed in commercial cultivars to reduce 
yield losses caused by RWA (Haley et al., 2004b; Quick et 
al., 1996, 2001a, 2001b, 2001c, 2001d).

Wild species are also important sources of RWA 
resistance. Of the known RWA resistance genes, Dn7, 
identified in rye cultivar Turkey 77 and transferred to 
a 1BL/1RS translocation segment in bread wheat line 
93M370 (Marais et al., 1994), exhibited the highest level 
of resistance to all known RWA biotypes (Puterka et al., 
2006; Mornhinweg 2012). The RWA resistance gene 
in STARS 02RWA2414-11, Dn2414, was also mapped 
to a 1RS segment. Dn2414 and Dn7 are either identical 
or different alleles at the same locus (Peng et al., 2007). 
Another RWA resistance gene, Dn1881, was identified in 
T. turgidum L. line 1881 and was mapped to chromosome 
7BS (Navabi et al., 2004). In addition, Dn3 was identi-
fied in Aegilops tauschii Coss. line SQ24 (Nkongolo et al., 
1991), but this recessive gene has not been mapped.

The occurrence of RWA biotype 2 (RWA2) in 
Colorado in 2003 rendered all available RWA resis-
tance genes except Dn7 ineffective, including cultivars in 
commercial production with Dn4 and Dny (Haley et al., 
2004a). Later, another six RWA biotypes (RWA3–8) were 
identified in the United States (Burd et al., 2006; Weiland 
et al., 2008). Puterka et al. (2014) compared virulence 
profiles of these biotypes and found that RWA3, 4, 5, and 
7 were similar. Thus they consolidated US RWA popula-
tions into five biotypes: RWA1, 2, 3/7, 6, and 8. Of these, 
RWA2 is the predominant and most virulent biotype in 
the United States (Puterka et al., 2006, 2014). Similarly, 
two new RWA biotypes, RWASA2 and RWASA3, were 
identified in South Africa. Both biotypes are virulent to 
Dn1, Dn2, Dn3, and Dn9, and RWASA3 is also virulent 
to Dn4 and Dny (Tolmay et al., 2013).

Although Dn7 offers high resistance to all RWA 
biotypes in the United States, linkage drag caused by 
the Sec1 gene in the 1RS chromosomal segment makes 
it difficult to commercially deploy Dn7, as Sec1 encodes 
monomeric secalins that cause sticky dough and reduce 
dough strength, leading to undesirable bread-making 
quality (Martin and Stewart 1990; Graybosch et al., 1993). 
Thus identification and utilization of RWA2 genes void 
of alien chromosomal segments are of great importance. 
Collins et al. (2005) evaluated responses of a set of 781 
wheat accessions to RWA2 infestation and identified some 
resistance sources. Among identified accessions, CI 2401 

carries resistance genes Dn2401 on chromosome 7D and 
Dn4 on 1DS (Liu et al., 2002). Dn4 and Dn2401 confer 
resistance to RWA1 and RWA2, respectively (Fazel-
Najafabadi et al., 2015). In addition, Valdez et al. (2012) 
identified RWA2 resistance gene Dn626580 in PI 626580 
and mapped it to chromosome 7D.

More recently, Xu et al. (2015) screened 1149 wheat 
accessions for resistance to RWA2, and PI 682675 
(formerly PI 624151-1-2), a selection from an Iranian 
landrace, exhibited high resistance. Phenotypic discrep-
ancy between PI 682675 and another three RWA2 
resistance sources—Yumar (with Dn7), CI 2401, and PI 
626580—was observed (Puterka, unpublished data, 2017), 
suggesting that PI 682675 may carry a new RWA2 resis-
tance gene. The objective of this study was to determine 
the chromosomal location of the RWA2 resistance gene 
in PI 682675.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant Materials
PI 682675 (formerly PI 624151-1-2) is a single-plant selection 
from Iranian wheat landrace PI 624151 (Xu et al., 2015). A total 
of 224 F2 plants derived from cross PI 682675 ´ Zhengyou 6 
were used in this study. Zhengyou 6 is an elite wheat cultivar 
grown in the Huang-Huai Facultative Winter Wheat Zone 
of China. All 224 F2 plants were selfed to produce 224 F2:3 
families for genetic analysis. To confirm the genetic mapping 
results from F2:3 data and validate gene location, a set of 124 F3:4 
families were developed by selfing an F3 plant from each of 124 
randomly chosen F3 families.

Two additional F2 populations derived from PI 682675 ´ 
CI 2401 (hereafter the CI 2401 population) and PI 682675 ´ 
PI 626580-1 (hereafter the PI 626580 population), consisting of 
1577 and 460 plants, respectively, were used for allelism tests. 
PI 626580-1 is a RWA2-resistant single plant selection from 
the Iranian landrace PI 626580. PI 682675, CI 2401, and PI 
626580-1 carry Dn10, Dn2401, and Dn626580, respectively.

‘Chinese Spring’ nullisomic-tetrasomic lines N7AT7B, 
N7BT7A, and N7DT7A, as well as seven Chinese Spring 
chromosome 7D deletion lines, were used to physically locate 
the resistance gene in PI 682675. The aneuploidy stocks were 
provided by the Wheat Genetics Resource Center at Kansas 
State University.

Evaluation of RWA2 Resistance
The 224 F2:3 families, parental lines, and 21 F1 plants were 
evaluated for response to RWA2 infestation at the USDA-ARS 
Wheat, Peanut, and Other Field Crop Research Unit in 2016. A 
randomized complete block design with two replicates was used.

A previously described evaluation protocol was used in this 
study (Xu et al., 2015). Briefly, 12 seeds of each F2:3 family 
were planted in three cells (4 seeds cell−1) of 73-cell growing 
trays (Growing Systems) in each of two replicates. The suscep-
tible check, ‘Yuma’, was grown in two cells, and a resistant 
check, ‘Yumar’ with Dn7, in one cell in each tray. Aphids were 
increased on barley (Xu et al., 2015), and tested seedlings were 
infested 7 d after planting by placing heavily infested barley 
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threshold to declare linkage. The linkage map was drawn using 
MapDraw (Liu and Meng, 2003).

We used molecular markers flanking the gene to genotype 
three Chinese Spring nullisomic-tetrasomic lines, N7AT7B, 
N7BT7A, and N7DT7A, as well as a set of seven chromosome 
7D deletion lines, to determine the physical location of the 
RWA2 resistance gene in PI 682675. We also selected molecular 
markers flanking Dn2401 and Dn625810 from previous studies to 
genotype these stocks to physically map them to chromosome 7D 
and compare their locations with the resistance gene in PI 682675.

RESULTS
Inheritance of RWA Resistance in PI 682675
All PI 682675 ´ Zhengyou 6 F1 plants were resistant, 
and the F2:3 families were genotyped as 56 homogeneous 
resistant, 114 segregating, and 54 homozygous susceptible, 
fitting an expected 1:2:1 ratio for single-gene inheritance 
(c2 = 0.05, P1:2:1 = 0.98).

Linkage Analysis and Genetic Map
We intended to screen a large set of SSRs for informa-
tive markers showing polymorphism between the resistant 
and susceptible bulks. Two polymorphic SSR markers, 
Xcfd14 and Xwmc702, were identified on chromosome 
7D. Another 37 SSR markers previously mapped in the 
genomic region of Xcfd14 and Xwmc702 (Somers et al., 
2004; USDA-ARS, 2018) were then assayed. Nine of 
these showed polymorphism between two parents and 
were used to genotype the entire F2 population. Four SSR 
markers—Xgwm437, Xbarc214, Xpsp3113, and Xwmc488—
were mapped to the target region in chromosome 
7D, whereas the other five SSR markers— Xgwm473, 
Xwmc438, Xwmc473, Xgwm121, and Xgwm111—showed 
no linkage with this group. Linkage analysis assigned the 
resistance gene, designated Dn10, to the interval between 
Xgwm437 and Xwmc488. Dn10 was 29.1 cM proximal to 
Xwmc488 and 9.0 cM distal to Xgwm437 (Fig. 1a).

To verify the results, we randomly selected single F3 
plants from each of 124 F3 families, among which 32, 
35, and 57 families were scored as homozygous resistant, 
homozygous susceptible, and segregating, respectively, to 
derive F4 lines. Linkage analysis based on the F3:4 data also 
assigned the Dn10 gene to the genomic region flanked by 
Xgwm437 and Xwmc488, with genetic distances of 11.3 cM 
to Xgwm437, and 35 cM to Xwmc488 (Fig. 1b).

Physical Bin Mapping of Dn10, Dn2401,  
and Dn626580
To determine the physical location of Dn10, we used 
flanking markers Xgwm437 and Xwmc488 to genotype the 
parental lines, Chinese Spring, three nullisomic-tetrasomic 
lines, and seven chromosome 7D deletion lines (Fig. 2). As 
expected, the target bands were amplified from N7AT7B 
and N7BT7D, but not from N7DT7A, confirming that 

leaves close to each row of test plants. Test plants were evaluated 
at 3 wk after infestation using a 1-to 6 scale representing highly 
resistant, resistant, moderately resistant, moderately susceptible, 
susceptible, and highly susceptible responses, respectively (Xu 
et al., 2015). An additional confirmation test was performed 
to reevaluate those F3 families showing discrepancies between 
replicates. F2 genotypes were inferred from F3 phenotypic data.

The same experimental design and protocol were used to 
evaluate RWA2 resistance of 124 F3:4 families, as well as the CI 
2401 and PI 626580 allelism test populations, in 2017.

DNA Isolation and Marker Analysis
Leaf tissues were collected from each of the 224 F2 plants, as well 
as the 124 F3 plants, and stored at −20°C. Genomic DNA was 
extracted using a protocol described by Dubcovsky et al. (1994).

Equal amounts of DNA from each of 10 F2 homozygous 
resistant and 10 homozygous susceptible plants were pooled to 
build resistant and susceptible bulks, respectively. DNA from 
bulks and parental lines was used to screen preselected simple 
sequence repeat (SSR) markers evenly distributed across the 
wheat genome for polymorphism. Polymerase chain reaction 
(PCR) was performed in 2720 thermal cyclers (Applied Biosy-
setms) in volumes of 10 mL containing ~50 ng of genome 
DNA, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 0.2 mM of each deoxynucleotide, 1´ 
PCR buffer, and 0.25 U Taq DNA polymerase. The PCR was 
performed at 95°C for 5 min, followed by 39 cycles of 95°C for 
30 s, 50 to 60°C (depending on the primers’ annealing temper-
atures) for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min, with a final extension at 
72°C for 10 min. The PCR products were separated in 6 to 10% 
nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels with a 29:1 acrylamide/
bisacrylamide ratio and visualized with ethidium bromide. 
For PCR products that were not satisfactorily separated in 
nondenaturing polyacrylamide gels, a tailed PCR primer was 
synthesized by adding a 19-base M13 oligo sequence (M13 tail) 
to the 5¢ end of each forward SSR primer and was used in 
PCR amplification. In such cases, three primers were used for 
PCR amplification, including the forward primer having an 
attached M13 sequence tail, the reverse primer, and an infrared 
fluorescence dye-labeled M13 primer with the same sequence 
as the tail sequence attached to the forward primer. The PCR 
products were separated using 6.5% KB plus polyacrylamide gel 
solution on a LI-COR 4300 DNA Analyzer (LI-COR Biosci-
ences), using a protocol described by Xu et al. (2005).

The SSR markers polymorphic between two bulks 
were used to genotype the F2 population, leading to identi-
fication of SSR markers associated with RWA2 resistance. 
Given the genomic locations of these markers, additional SSR 
markers previously mapped to the target region were selected 
to genotype the F2 mapping population. The SSR markers 
flanking the RWA2 resistance gene were also used to genotype 
124 F3 plants in a subsequent confirmation experiment.

Linkage Analysis and Genetic Mapping
Chi-squared (c2) tests were performed to test the null hypoth-
eses that PI 682675 carries a dominant RWA2 resistance gene. 
Mapmaker 3.0b (Lincoln et al., 1993) was used to map the 
RWA2 resistance gene using the Kosambi function (Kosambi 
1943), and a logarithm of the odds score of 3.0 was set as the 
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these markers are located on chromosome 7D. Xgwm437 
amplified the target band from 7DL-5, 7DL-2, 7DL-8, 
and 7DL-3, but not from 7DL-6. Given that the break-
point fraction lengths of 7DL-6, 7DL-5, 7DL-2, 7DL-8, 
and 7DL-3 were 0.1, 0.3, 0.61, 0.7, and 0.82, respectively, 
Xgwm437 was located in bin 7DL 0.1 to 0.3. Similarly, 
Xwmc488 was located in bin 7DL 0.61 to 0.77. Therefore, 
Dn10 resides in the composite bin 7DL 0.1 to 0.77.

Resistance gene Dn2401 was previously mapped to an 
interval flanked by Xbarc214 and Xcfd14 on chromosome 

7D (Fazel-Najafabadi et al., 2015). As shown in Fig. 2, 
both Xbarc214 and Xcfd14 amplified the target bands from 
7DS-4, and not from 7DS-1. The breakpoint fraction 
length values of 7DS-4 and 7DS-1 are 0.61 and 0.37, 
respectively. Thus, we assigned Xbarc214 and Xcfd14, and 
presumably Dn2401, to bin 7DS 0.37 to 0.61. Dn626580 
was 1.8 cM distal to Xbarc214 on chromosome 7DS in a 
previous study (Valdez et al., 2012). Given that Xbarc214 
resides in bin 7DS 0.37 to 0.61, Dn626580 is likely present 
in the same or a more distal bin. Further data are needed to 
precisely locate Dn626580. In addition, Xgwm111, which 
is tightly linked to Dn1, Dn2, Dn5, Dn6, and DnX, was 
assigned to bin 7DS 0.61 to 1.0 (Fig. 2).

Allelism Tests
Using the CI 2401 and PI 626580 allelism test (F2) popula-
tions, we determined allelic relationships of Dn10 and the 
RWA2-effective resistance genes Dn2401 and Dn626580 
on 7D. We identified 22 and 10 susceptible or highly suscep-
tible F2 plants in the CI 2401 and PI 626580 populations, 
respectively. There were 1577 plants in the CI 2401 popula-
tion, and 460 plants in the PI 626580 population. Thus, the 
Dn10 locus is different from both Dn2401 and Dn626580, 
and the estimated genetic distances were 17.4 cM between 
Dn10 and Dn2401, and 22.2 cM between Dn10 and 
Dn626580 (Fig. 3b). The inferred genetic distance between 

Fig. 1. Linkage maps of wheat chromosome 7D containing Dn10 
constructed using (a) F2:3 data  and (b) F3:4 data.

Fig. 2. Genomic locations of Russian wheat aphid resistance genes determined by genotyping three chinese Spring nullisomic-tetrasomic 
lines and seven deletion lines with simple sequence repeat markers associated with each gene, including Xgwm111 (Dn1, Dn2, Dn5, Dn6, 
and DnX ), Xbarc214 (Dn2401 and Dn626580), Xcfd14 (Dn2401), Xgwm437 (Dn10), and Xwmc488 (Dn10). The two parental lines used in 
this study and chinese Spring were also included in the genotyping panel. The breakpoint fraction length value of each deletion line is 
given in parentheses, and the target bands are indicated by arrows.
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distance between Dn626580 and Dn2401 is 2.9 cM, which 
is similar to the inferred genetic distance based on allelism 
tests in this study. An additional allelism test is needed to 
determine whether Dn626580 and Dn2401 are different 
genes. In addition, Dn100695 was also identified in 7DS. 
Dn100659 confers resistance to Turkish RWA biotype 2. 
More studies are needed to evaluate this gene in response 
to US RWA biotypes, and to determine its relationship 
with other RWA resistance genes on 7DS.

Development of RWA-Resistant  
Wheat Cultivars
Russian wheat aphid in the United States is an invasive pest 
derived from a limited founder population that diverged 
genetically after introduction (Shufran et al., 2007; Shufran 
and Payton, 2009; Liu et al., 2010; Swanevelder et al., 
2010). Puterka et al. (1992) collected RWA populations 
from Eurasia, South Africa, and the United States, found 
considerable differences in their virulence to a set of differ-
ential lines, and thus classified them as biotypes. United 
States RWA populations appeared biotypically uniform 
from 1986 through the late 1990s (Shufran et al., 1997). In 
2003, a new biotype, detected in Colorado and designated 
RWA2, severely devastated cultivars with Dny and Dn4 
(Haley et al., 2004a), and new biotypes were later reported 
in different states, including RWA3 and RWA4 in Texas, 
RWA5 in Wyoming, and RWA6, RWA7, and RWA8 in 
Colorado (Burd et al., 2006; Weiland et al., 2008). Biotypic 
diversity was also reported in South Africa (Tolmay et al., 
2013), where newly discovered RWA biotypes RWASA2 
and RWASA3 overcame resistance conferred by Dn1, Dn2, 
Dn3, Dn4, Dn9, and Dny (Tolmay et al., 2013). A more 
recent study established that RWA can, with rare occurrence, 
reproduce sexually. Over 30 new biotypes were identified 
in a sexually reproducing population at one site, suggesting 
that biotypic diversity in RWA populations is extensive and 
will be a continuous threat to developing RWA-resistant 
wheat cultivars (Puterka et al., 2012). Therefore identifica-
tion of diverse resistance genes is required to mitigate the 
effects of RWA on sustainable wheat production.

Landraces conserve abundant genetic variation and 
are valuable sources of RWA resistance. RWA resistance 
genes were identified in landraces collected from Iran (Dn1, 
Dn6, Dn10, Dn626580), Tajikistan (Dn2401), and Afghan-
istan (Dnx, Dny) (Liu et al., 2001, 2002; Valdez et al., 
2012; Fazel-Najafabadi et al., 2015). Russian wheat aphid 
resistance genes were also discovered in commercial germ-
plasm, including Dn2 in Azerbaijan cultivar PI  262660, 
Dn4 in Turkmenistan cultivar PI 372129, and Dn5, Dn8, 
and Dn9 in Bulgarian cultivar PI 294994 (Ma et al., 1998; 
Liu et al., 2001, 2002). Currently, only four known genes 
confer resistance to RWA2, the most virulent biotype in 
the United States, and three of them—Dn10, Dn2401, 
and Dn626580—were identified in landraces. Given that 

Dn626580 and Dn2401 was 4.8 cM (Fig. 3b), although the 
relationship should be confirmed by a designed allelism test 
between Dn2401 and Dn626580.

DISCUSSION
Dn10 is a New RWA2 Resistance Gene
Wheat chromosome 7D harbors most known RWA resis-
tance genes, including Dn1, Dn2, Dn5, Dn6, Dn8, Dn10, 
Dnx, Dn626580, Dn2401, Dn100695, and Dn10 (Ma et 
al., 1998; Liu et al., 2001, 2002; Valdez et al., 2012; Fazel-
Najafabadi et al., 2015; Tonk et al., 2016). Apart from 
Dn10, all others were mapped to 7DS. Although Dn2 and 
Dn5 were initially mapped to 7DL (Du Toit, 1987; Marais 
and Du Toit 1993; Du Toit et al., 1995; Ma et al., 1998), 
a later study assigned them to 7DS (Liu et al., 2001). Dn8 
was mapped to the distal region of 7DS, whereas Dn1, 
Dn2, Dn5, Dn6, and DnX were tightly linked to SSR 
marker Xgwm111 in the proximal region, with genetic 
distances ranging from 1.52 to 3.85 cM. Further allelism 
tests suggested that Dn1, Dn2, Dn5, Dn6, and Dnx are 
either allelic or tightly linked to each other (Marais and 
Du Toit, 1993; Saidi and Quick, 1996; Liu et al., 2005).

RWA2 is virulent to Dn1 through Dn6 plus Dn8, Dn9, 
and Dny, whereas Dn7, Dn2401, Dn626580, and Dn10 
confer resistance to RWA2. As mentioned above, linkage 
drag associated with Dn7 makes it less attractive for use 
in wheat breeding (Xu et al., 2015). On the contrary, 
Dn2401, Dn626580, and Dn10 can be preferentially used 
to improve resistance to RWA2. In this study, we mapped 
Dn2401 and Dn626580 to 7DS and Dn10 to 7DL using 
deletion mapping. Allelism tests suggested that Dn10 was 
~17.4 and 22.2 cM from Dn2401 and Dn626580, respec-
tively. Dn10 is a new RWA2 resistance gene.

Xbarc214 was 1.8 cM proximal to Dn626580 and 1.1 cM 
distal to Dn2401 in previous studies (Valdez et al., 2012; 
Fazel-Najafabadi et al., 2015). Thus, the inferred genetic 

Fig. 3. A comparative map of chromosome 7D containing Dn1, 
Dn2, Dn5, Dn6, Dn8, DnX, Dn626580, Dn2401, and Dn10 based 
on (a) literature (Liu et al. 2001, 2002; Valdez et al. 2012; Fazel-
najafabadi et al. 2015) and mapping results of this study, and (b) a 
map inferred from allelism tests.
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the fourth gene Dn7 is associated with an undesirable 
Sec1 gene, these landrace-derived RWA2 resistance genes 
should play an important role in US wheat breeding. A 
previous study showed that Dn2401 also confers resistance 
to other biotypes existing in the United States (Weiland et 
al., 2008). Further study is needed to evaluate responses of 
Dn10 and Dn626580 to other RWA biotypes.

Wheat accessions resistant to RWA1 and RWA2 have 
been identified (Collins et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2015), 
but most of them have not been characterized. Genetic 
analysis of these RWA resistance sources will greatly 
facilitate their utilization in wheat breeding. Moreover, 
the biotypic diversity in RWA populations necessitates 
a continuous search for RWA resistance to different 
biotypes. It is useful, but time consuming and labor 
intensive, to perform comprehensive screening of wheat 
germplasm available in the USDA-ARS National Small 
Grain Collection. An alternative strategy is to reevaluate 
previously identified RWA1- and RWA2-resistant acces-
sions using newly discovered biotypes and to undertake 
genetic analyses using different biotypes. Advances in 
wheat genomics make it feasible to identify molecular 
markers associated with the underlying RWA resistance 
genes to eventually develop and strategically deploy culti-
vars carrying multiple resistance genes.
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